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If you are asking a question, please note that there is no way of automatically notifying you when I have answered. Therefore, please either keep checking the page for my reply or send me a message, privately.
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Copyright
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Except where otherwise noted, this site is © 2004-15 Jacob Head and licensed for free use under the (verbosely titled) Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-Share Alike 2.0 License.


For more details, please see the full copyright declaration.
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Privacy Policy & RIPA Statement


The web–server (Apache) logs standard information (IP Addresses, HTTP referrer, and User Agents) which are used to monitor bandwidth and to optimise and improve the site (e.g. by working out which pages are the most popular). The Pleasant Companion does not use cookies.


No consent is granted to intercept the communication of this website to the recipient. Nothing on this website should be interpreted as giving implicit consent to such interception. Interception without a warrant may amount to a criminal offence under s1 RIPA 2000.







Printing


A Print Style–sheet is provided for printing, which automatically hides all decorations, navigation links and colour.


Gopher


The Pleasant Companion is also available on the Gopher Protocol.


Viewing Problems


This site uses a large number of somewhat unusual Unicode characters to show various symbols, such as musical ones (e.g. ♯ and ♭), fingering chart images (e.g. ○ and ◎) and simple decorative arrows (e.g. ⇒ and ⇑). If these look like small white boxes rather than meaningful signs, then please look at the Technical Information for assistance.


About the Author


The Pleasant Companion is written, designed and maintained by Jacob Head. If you would like to find out more about him, have a look at his personal website.


Contact Details


Comments, suggestions, thoughts and ideas are always welcome. Please email me at jacob[Please remove this text and replace it with an @ sign]flageolets.com (this may not display correctly without CSS which is used to rotate the email address as spam protection), use the Contact Me form to get in touch, or leave a message in the “have your say” section.
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